
fo Quin Shea from Harold Weisberg re processing in C.A.s 1/17/79 
75-1996, 78-0249, 78-0322 ,78-0420~ 
Withholding of FBI names; arbitrary and oapricdouss bed faith; inecnaisteaoies; hareaunent 

The alugging is for my filing, not intended to reflect Departmental belief. I+ 
is apparent to me, as a result of the status call in 75~1996 I wae not able to attend, 
that I'm going to have to start keepingr records relating to what I regard as bed 
faith, arbitrariness and oapriciousnegsness and other demonstrations of what I believe 
is deliberatensss in iupraper processing 1 also believe is intendedas to be harassment 
of all other parties by the FRI. 

Therefis interrelationship in these cases. Some of the same people are involved 
in proceasing the records. The same standards supponodly apply to all historical cases. 

While I am making coples of somemrecorda for you as I told you and the oourt 
in C.A4.75~-1996 I cannot continue to make as mapy of them for you. However, I wil} < 
give you citationa and the FBI, which has no leck of help er time to waste, can - 
provide them. In this ease begin with New Orlecas 89-69 Volume 3, | en 
In reoent days I have gone through the entire News Onglans Oswald and Saab if 

files, as provided, meaning with most not provided but referred to as "previously 
processed,” a matter I appealed without the appeal being acted en, and all of the 
J¥K Aasaasination file through Volume 31, after which I went to bed last night. — 

Through all of these records, duplicating an abuse I appealed with the earlier 
J¥K Dallas Field Office Files, rm names were not withheld until about the midcle 
of Volume 31 of 89-69. 

T have no idea how many thousands of pages there are in these three files prior 
to Volume 31, but in that file the Serials are at about 4,000 by the tine this abuse 
of withholding names was repeated and continued throughout that vhlume, the pint 
I've reached in reading them. This is what duplicates the Dallas abuse. 

The name that first took my attention in iteelf has considerable historical 
importance. The senae of tho belated withholding, the context, oan he misleading in 

an important manner. It is the identification of the FBI Supervisor on its anti- | 
Garrison operations. And on this I find mmx there is no apecial file, something I 
simply do not believe. The operation was at once too large and too secret for it te 
have existed only throughout other large files. The tine and cost of retrieval pre- 

hibit this, more so when New Orleans wae bombarded by unreasonable demande from FREQ 
that on time alone were the equivalent of have this done by yeaterday. 

fo this pot the Supervisor was SA Wall. I recall his name very well. “rou what 
T brought to light about this agent he wea well qpalified and suited for that dob. He 
conducted an Oswald investigation in which he succedded in misleading FBINQ and re~ 
writing history relating to a building that no longer exists. (That partioular 
"Oswald" area has been demolished for the new fedefal building. ) 
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Oswald use| tho address 544 Camp Street on sone of his literature. The FEL. stone- walled the Commission on that so that, in the last minute, the Communion turned to the Secret Service and obtained that sample, pale de I brought to light along with SA Wall's expertise in my Onvalé in Now Oxdoana, there in a second address dor thig gnall building, on Lafayette Street. The lafayatte Street address wan that of the late Guy Bardster, a former PET SAG. And David Ferrie, charged by “arrigon as a co-conspirator, worked out of the Banister office, slong with other characters who gppear in these files without any indication of it. Wall mancged to dispose of the addrose uatter without revealing any significance of connection, np he also did with fanister and the Cubans hho had used the 544 eddgeea and who had the office above Bantster's, on the second floor. | This Prominity ie not indfeated in the Warren report or its 26 appended volumes | OF aby of thy many, many thousande of FAL records I've read. 
Also not indicated is the fact that Oswald did use that building end was jected and the man about whom the PRY teld me it had no records, Ronnie Cadre, about whan I' ¢ alweady written you, got mall at thatMiutlding along with the former heed af the Cuban “evolutionary Council, Sergio Aroiacha Smith, who ran something called the Crusade to Free Cuba. ds I've already told you the CRC was Clé organised and funded. None of this and much more that is relevant appears in any FBI recorés I've seen and Wall was an essential part of that investigation. 
So he became “arrison supervisor. BBginning in Volune 31 the indentification of the supervisor is among the identifications withheld with arbitrariness, aapricious~ hess and deliberateness. Despite your dislike of the word deliberatenean, I pregume that with 50 earlier volunes to contradict, there was no need beginning with this one, So you will not misunderstand about me and Garrigons I did not work for him and we did not have a good personal relationship. I did not sit at the fect of the guru, . 

did try to prevent some of the inaantties and if I sucneeded to a muoh lesser degree Shan I tried I dia prevent some of them. I aleo did not investigate Shaw. My Ney Orleans interest was first of a2) Oswald and secondarily a fifvolous lawsuit filed egoinst me by another chapacter in these files, an ultra, a raeiet, a publicity- meoker and a fancist named Carlos Bringuier. I Wilk be writing you separstely about sie when T provide a copy of a record not previded in response to my PA request and appeal. At some pod.$filthe FBI may come up with a Yew York “mes story that has ne sitting at the prosecution table. Lt ig in error. I was never in that. courtroom, in fact never laid eyes on Shaw and waan't sven in the corridor near that courtroom. When on the



Sunday before jury selection began | leernod the epaentials of the alleged case I 

disansociated myself entirely from it. after the judge held that “allus evidense vaa 

relevant I agreajto be the prosecution's Dallas evidence expert but that only. 

Withholding of thé supervisor's and other names serves no privacy iutorest. 

“rior to this point in the filos the nazen, addresses and phone numbers of Sas do 
appear, together vith a list of those assigghd to review the files for Hg on the 
Garrison charges. Oddly, some of the exceptionally brhef reports do cite earlier 

recomis that are indicative of consplracy but they cannot be retrieved from what I 

huve boen provided because they are withheld as "previggfily processed.” They are 

beyond retrieval by me or anyone outside the FBI in the mas of what man was disclosed 

in FBIHW records, whioh in any event is enormously incomplete. 

This gets to an PSI practise | have previously reported and of which J have auch 
earlier proof, the creation of fulse and self-serving paper. I have written you esrlier 

about thet in thase files with regard to the press. 

The anti~Garrison operation was, understangply, large, given the nature of his 

allegations. It involved the press in ways not indioated in the files. There were 

what amounted to parties #n the ‘ew Orleans Field Uffice. David Verrie was sometimes 

preasnt and sartialpating. I have contemporaneous reporter's metes on them. These include 

the names of Sia present. . 

In part the anti-Garrison operation was self-defense. In part, and the part that 

interests me for other than historical purposes, it was to continue to cover up whet 

to then the FBI had suaceeded in onvering up. Barlier I referred to others know to 

have been associated with Oswald. I made this reference in eonnestion with photographs, 

those still withheld from me as they had been from the Commiasion. My FUIA requests 

are now more than a decade a and Frelkain unmete 

There in a San * vanaciso-related record I have come sogrags in these files I 

presume becanse those proceessing them are not subject experts or like me sonetiues 

glip up. That record pretty clearly reflects the fruit of surveillanoes in whieh I 

ax involved. You know I have a PA request and there is a surveiilawe lies in C..A. 

75-1596 where I understand you testified there was no deliberate FBI withholding. 

T have no choice but to appeal the withhalding of the FHI names after even the 

nanes of clerical help were(properly) disclosed. I also have no choice but to appeal 

the withholdings of entire files that are within my request and are of historical 

importance, of which the enti-Garrison operation is ene. I do make these apveals. 

In this connection I remind you that « year ago, before the crew left Washingten 
to obtuain the Dallas records, after conferring with you my counsel and I also conferred 

with Daniel Metcalfe, the Civil Division lawyer assigned to that case. We asked and 

it is my recollootion that he agreed that a fair sample of the records be processed



and then guomittad to ycur offien for review and to me for mY comuent before there 
would be any more proceasing. I am confident the figure agreed upon was 5,000 pages. 
The FRI refused and instead processed qll these entire filas without any review, with 
the results indicated beginning with my first specific Dallas apreals end now camtinued. 
I regard this as deliberate and done in bad faith, to stonewall, to create large and 
unnecessary eomts and to force litigation as a means of frustrating much elge, including 
the usu I could and would make of the information I receive. 

4s you know, these names are not to be removed i: historical cares. I haved / dd 
gent you s Directorho letter au steting. In addition, all these names are already 
Public becauss Director dover did not have them removed from the thousands of Vur 
records publishedin facsinile by the Warren Commission in ita “epert and sappedaded 
26 volumes of an estimated 10,000,000 words. They ulso wore never withheld in ane 
published records available at the Archives until after the 1974 amending of the dot, 
when the FBI made them into an instrument for nenpcompliance and of stonewalling. 

In my review of these records I am well gast the point of the King assaasination. 
There is Garrison overlap. I have seen no reference to this. "t is within both ay 
requesta. I have pergonal knowledge of some. Garrison made aces that were published 
and the MO FO was ‘nstructed to keep up with all that was published. There is ne doubt 
at all that the FBI imew thet some of Garrison's financial backers were likesy aunpects 
in the King oase and had been involved in varlier civil rights uattersa. Garrison had 
people who do appear in thease files working on that,too, inaluding in Meaphis, where 
nO such reomels were provided although I recall a Single guarded reference to the 
“enphis Bield Office's Imowledge of this. 

I can illasfrate the importance of names fur the cace of a former FBI olerk named 
William Walters. You may have agen hin all over TV in recent years, in news, on 
speciale and aa o Congressional witness. The files provided are entirely ineomplete 
on him and this. He went up to Merk “ane after a “ane spesoh in New Urleans and reported 
having seen a HQ momsage reporting a threat agaiost JIK just before the assausination. 
Lane and Garrison subsequently sxabreiderad on this, to ay knowledge ani in wy presence. 
4s = result the public charges were exaggerated, which provided the FBL with an 

exocllent means of obfuscation by ad: ressing the inflated rather than the real, 
My point here is that the entire Walters matter haa become a scpurets matter of 

separate histortosl signififince and that any withholding of any nemea is improper in 
this saded context. (For your information, if the PBI did not send some auch message 
it wes negligent in a manner I do not believe it was because I have récords that should 
have recuired such a message or measages. The arrangements for the President in Mian 
just before he was killed were changed over one the detaila of which I have published. dnd 
this geta back to the continued withholdings in’ the King carne relating to Milteer and 
Somersett, who were involved in one such threat that then was reported to the PI.)


